
Alpha Load Break Switch
ALBS-12/24kV

12kV, 17.5kV, 24kV
Indoor Type MV SF6 load break Switch
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Since 1886,
Westinghouse
Has Brought
The Best
To Life.

Leading 
The Future of
Electrification

   A Global Heritage Brand with
130 Years of Product Innovation

  Perfect Products, Creative Services,
and Competitive Price

Medium Voltage Equipment

Low Voltage Equipment

Gas Insulated (RMU)

Ring power supplies improve system reliability The ring

main unit  serves the secondary distribution level up to 36 kV 

and is maintenance free Rated for indoor or outdoor modular 

and extendable. Combining gas insulated technology and MV 

metal enclosed Technology

Embedded pole circuit breaker is connect switch and

busbar are sealed in a stainless steel gas tank filled with

insulated gas, compact, modular, high-performance and

maintenance-free switchgear.

Medium Voltage Equipment 

Alpha Prime        : Solutions in primary and secondary

distribution for users who require high reliability,

ease of operation and safety as critical design

elements for their systems

•Switchgear

•Vacuum circuit breaker 

•Ring main units

•Cubicle gas insulated switchgear

•Motor control

Air Insulated

Alpha VL      Vacuum: Design with safety in mind, Alpha Prime 

meets IEC  standards and has metal clad primary compartments 

equipped with pressure relief flaps to guide gasses to the topside 

if an internal arc occurs. Busbar fully insulated and features inter 

unit bushing to prevent travel of an internal arc between sections.

Embedded poles in the VCB require no maintenance

Alpha VL: Developed to meet a wide variety switching 

applications, this NEMA line has radial feeders bypass, bus tie, bus 

entrance and auxiliary units available to give you system the 

flexibility you need.

Transformers

Transformers has full range of

power transformers designed for

utility and industrial and 

commercial applications such as 

O&G, chemical, cement mining 

manufacturing plants, paper or 

steel mills, schools hospitals and 

Office buildings:

- Liquid-filled - Ventilated dry-type 

- Cast coil -Padmounted

Busway

Serves commercial, industrial and utility segments and complies with UL, NEMA, 

IEC standards  

WPower Series busway is at least 50 percent lighter than

comparable wire and conduit.

WPower , new-generation fire-resistant busway features extensive fire-resistant

performance of up to 950C for 180 minutes and IP68 Suitable for emergency

generator circuit of high-rise commercial building and shipyard.

Low Voltage Equipment
Main Distribution & MCC

                        up to 6,400 A for main distribution and MCC applications:

Fully IEC 61439 compliant

Arc-resistant design and advanced technical design to provide operational safety

Comprehensive intelligent motor control center (IMCC) solutions

Documented licensed panel builder package

LV Distribuon panels 

up to 630 A, for

commercial and industrial

market segments Rigid, quick 

and simple Easy to configure,

assemble, wire and install Ready

to be assembled and wired by

panel builder MCCB & MCB

Distribution boards

Westinghouse is built upon 
a tradition of dependability
 and innovation. 

Today, we strive to make 
everyday life a little better 
by offering a wide range of 
quality products and 
services you can trust. 

Westinghouse remains a trusted name 

globally in consumer and industrial 

products. Built on a heritage of innovation 

and entrepreneurial spirit, Westinghouse 

products were the first to supply the 

United States with AC electric power, 

transmit a commercial radio broadcast 

and capture man's first step on the moon.

Today, Westinghouse continues to grow 

its diverse portfolio with a wide range of 

product categories that include home 

appliances, consumer electronics, lighting 

and power generation. 

Since 1886, Westinghouse has brought the best to life. 

Today, Westinghouse Electric Corporation remains a trusted 

name globally in consumer and industrial products. Built on a 

heritage of innovation and entrepreneurial spirit. Today, 

Westinghouse continues to grow its diverse portfolio, which 

includes a wide range of product categories, including home 

appliances, consumer electronics. lighting and power 

generation.

WHY
WESTINGHOUSE ?

PlusAlpha Plus

OUR PROMISE

VL

Prime
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3 Alpha Load Break Switch  Catalogue

General

Main technical specifications

ALBS-12/24kV an indoor high-voltage SF6 load switch 12kV/24kV, adopted with 
SF6 gas as an arc-extinguishing and insulation medium, including the three 
contracts for switching-on and switching-off and to-ground, 
ALBS-12/24kV is an indoor high-voltage SF6 load break switch and ALBS-
12/24kV-D is SF6 load break switch plus fuse combination can function to protect 
and control the electric equipments for power supply and transformer substations 
especially being suitable for ring net cabinet, cable branch cabinet and distribution 
switching substation.
ALBS-12/24kV and ALBS-12/24kV-D load break switch plus fuse combination are 
complied with the standards of IEC60256-1,1997, IEC60420.

Service environment

a) Air temperature
Maximum temperature: +40   ; Minimum temperature:-35 b) Humidity
Monthly average humidity 95%; Daily average humidity 90% . c) Altitude above sea 
level
Maximum installation altitude: 1000m
d) Ambient air not apparently polluted by corrosive and flammable gas, vapor etc. 
e) No frequent violent shake
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Outline dimension & installation sizes
Matching dimension of SF6 load break switch-fuse combination
Fig 1) SF6 load break switch without upper cubicle

Frontal view of load break switch

Lateral view of load break switch

Fig 2) Whole Load break switch outline
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Primary circuit loop of load break switch

Arc extinction

LBSkit 24 kV outline

The switch and its fuse combination has open,close and earth three working position

             a) Earthing Position               b) Open Position                c) Closed Position

Primary loop of ALBS-12/24kV indoor load break switch and its combination is 
sealed in a epikote casted insulate unit by APG technology, this insulate unit has 
features of good insulating property, dust and dirts proof, insulated unit contains 
upper and lower insulated covers, inside charged  0.4bars  pressure SF6 gas,  the 
partial  siding  of  lower cover is very thin,  it’s  a protective measure and will burst 
out in the malfunction, the over pressed gas is released to protect the equipment.

ALBS-12/24kV-D load break switch adopts SF6 gas as the medium of arc 
extinction, when switch on and off, arc occurs and will spin under the magnetic 
field effect ion by the permanent magnet, cooled by the SF6 gas and extricated 
finally. This indoor SF6 load break switch and its fuse combination works with 
spring type operating mechanisms A and K,ALBS-12/24kV load break switch 
equipped with the K spring operating mechanism is applied as the incoming 
control unit, while that equipped with A mechanism is applied as the outgoing 
protective unit and transformer unit.

Reliable operating mechanism
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Switchgear status indicator:
Fitted directly to the drive shaft, these give a definite indication of the contact’s position.
(Appendix A of standard IEC 62271-102).

Operating lever:
This is designed with an anti reflex device that stops any attempt to reopen the device immediately 

after closing the switch or the earthing dis-connector.

Locking device:
Between one and three padlocks enable the following to be locked:
- access to the switching shaft of the switch or the circuit breaker
- access to the switching shaft of the earthing disconnect-or
- operating of the opening release push-button.

Simple and effortless switching:
Mechanical and electrical controls are side by side on the front fascia,on 
a panel including the schematic diagram indicating the device’s status 
(closed, open, earthed):

Closed:
The drive shaft is operated via a quick acting mechanism,independent of 
the operator. No energy is stored in the switch, apart from when switching 
operations are taking place.
For combined switch fuses, the opening mechanism is armed at the same 
time as the contacts are closed.

Opening:
The switch is opened using the same quick acting mechanism,operated in 
the opposite direction.
For a combined switch fuses unit, opening is controlled by:

- a push-button
- a fault.

Earthing:
a specific control shaft enables the opening or closing of the earthing 
contacts. Access to this shaft is blocked by a cover that can be slid back 
if the switch is open but which remains locked in place if it is closed. 

Voltage presence indicator
This device has integrated VPIS (Voltage Presence Indicating System) 
type lights, in conformity with IEC standard 61958, enabling the presence 
(or absence) of voltage to be checked on the cables.

Insensitivity to the environment
- An internal sealed enclosure, contains the active parts of the LBSkit 
(switch, earthing disconnect-or). It is filled with SF6 in accordance with 
the definitions in IEC recommendation 62271-200 for “sealed pressure 
systems”.
Sealing is systematically checked in the factory.
- Parts are designed in order to obtain optimum electrical field 
distribution.

Cover for LBSkit 24 kV
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1) “K” Type Spring Operating Mechanism
Working principle of K type spring operating mechanism is spring press and release( see fig 1. it’s in off 
position)
A) Earthing operation
Driven by the handle, upper crank arm 4 rotates and presses spring 2 to store energy, when the Max 
energy reached continue rotate the crank arm, the energy storage spring starts to release energy and 
drive the upper trigger, enables the connecting bar to drive the crank arm, crank arm rotates and drives 
the moving contractor for earthing.
B) Switch on operation
Driven by the handle, lower crank arm 1 rotates, presses spring 2 to store energy, when the energy 
released, it drives the trigger 8,enables connecting bar to drive the crank arm, crank arm rotates and 
drives the moving contractor and load break switch turns on.
C) Switch off operation
Rotate the main shaft crank arm counter clockwise by the handle, release the energy storage spring and 
the load break switch turns off.
2) “A” Type Spring Mechanism
Working principle of A type mechanism is same as K type, in addition, it has fuse striker trip function. 
For A type mechanism, electromagnetic trip is also available ers requirement.(see fig 2)
A) Switch on operation
Driven by the handle, lower crank arm 1 rotates to press switch on spring 12 and switch off spring 8 
at the same time, to provide sufficient energy required by switching off. When the lower crank arm 1 
buckles the pin and drives trigger to move, it makes the lower roller wheel trips, and release the switch 
on spring and load break switch turns on.
B) Switch off operation
Press the switch off button or push the trip pin 2 by the fuse striker, release the spring and load switch 
turns off.
C) Earthing operation
Earthing operation of A type mechanism is same as that of K type.
3) K type and A type operating mechanism can be operated manually or motorized on request.

1-lower crank arm

2-energy storage spring

3-guider bar

4-upper crank arm

5-upper trigger

6-pull spring

7-main shaft crank arm

8-lower trigger

Fig 1: K type spring operating mechanism                             

Notice: only when the load break turns off, earthing operation can be done.
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Mechanism interlock

ALBS-12/24kV-D indoor type medium voltage SF6 load break switch and its fuse combination has 
below interlocks:
A) When load break switch turns on, earthing operation can’t be done
B) When earthing switch turns on, load break switch turns on/off operation can’t be done
C) Interlock outlet of mishandling pretension is equipped

1-lower crankshaft

2-trip pin

3-cam

4-lower roller wheel

5-upper roller wheel

6-upper crankshaft

7-upper guider bar

8-switch off spring

9-energy storage crank arm

10-main shaft crank arm

11-lower guider bar

12-switch on spring

Fig 2: A type spring operating mechanism (switch on position)

Mechanism interlock diagram

Operating Mechanism & Interlock
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Installation, Maintenance & Service.

Installation, Adjustment

ALBS-12/24kV-D type load break switch has been strictly tested before outgoing from the factory, 
and fully meet the technical standards, must carefully read the installation manual and prepare as 
below before the installation and adjustment.
Check the external appearance, any damage product is not allowed to use.
Clean the equipment and get rid of the dust and dirt may caused by the transportation or other 
causes.
After installation, be sure the load break switch is turned off, insert the handle to the earthing 
operating hole in the upper part of operating panel, rotate the handle clockwise in 180OC to earth the 
switch, rotate counter clockwise in 180o to switch off the earth.
For switching on, turn off the load break switch first, insert the handle to the load break switch 
operating hole in the lower part of panel and turn on the load switch.
From the switch on to switch off, for K type mechanism, insert the handle to the load switch operating 
hole and rotate it in 180OC to switch off; for A type mechanism, press the “switch off” button to switch 
off the load break switch, observe from the winder to confirm it, check whether the on/off indication 
plate works properly.
Notice: only when the load break turns off, can turning on and earthing operation be done !

Maintenance & Service
On condition of installing in environment as this manual required and normal operations, product 
guaranteed to be fault free for 10 years and has a running life of 25 years, but regular check per 6 
months is required.

Keep the external appearance away from dust ,dirt and damp.
Lubricate and operate the mechanism for 3-5 times, check whether it acts properly.
Check with the pressure meter regularly, in case of meter data lower than 0.01MPa, should reload gas.
When the malfunction happens in the load break switch and fuse combination, and one of the three 
phase immediately, gas charging should be done by professional personnel from or trained by the 
manufacturer. uses burns out, all three fuses should be replaced at one time, must earth the switch 
before the replacement.

Matters need attention
It is NOT allowed to disassembly the self-sealed valve in front of switch (connecting end of meter).
It is NOT allowed to unload the seal screws on switch at any time.
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Ordering Instructions

1.   Blowing terms should be marked while ordering: Model number, product name and quantity.
Model of operating mechanism ( A,K ).
Provide the rated voltage specification if motorization operating is required.
For load break switch + fuse combination, fuse model and specification is required.
Other special requirements.

2.   Documents with product from manufacturer: Certificate of qualification.
Testing report for products.
Packing list.
Other technical documents
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Westinghouse
Has Brought
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Leading 
The Future of
Electrification

   A Global Heritage Brand with
130 Years of Product Innovation

  Perfect Products, Creative Services,
and Competitive Price

Medium Voltage Equipment

Low Voltage Equipment

Gas Insulated (RMU)

Ring power supplies improve system reliability The ring

main unit  serves the secondary distribution level up to 36 kV 

and is maintenance free Rated for indoor or outdoor modular 

and extendable. Combining gas insulated technology and MV 

metal enclosed Technology

Embedded pole circuit breaker is connect switch and

busbar are sealed in a stainless steel gas tank filled with

insulated gas, compact, modular, high-performance and

maintenance-free switchgear.

Medium Voltage Equipment 

Alpha Prime        : Solutions in primary and secondary

distribution for users who require high reliability,

ease of operation and safety as critical design

elements for their systems

•Switchgear

•Vacuum circuit breaker 

•Ring main units

•Cubicle gas insulated switchgear

•Motor control

Air Insulated

Alpha VL      Vacuum: Design with safety in mind, Alpha Prime 

meets IEC  standards and has metal clad primary compartments 

equipped with pressure relief flaps to guide gasses to the topside 

if an internal arc occurs. Busbar fully insulated and features inter 

unit bushing to prevent travel of an internal arc between sections.

Embedded poles in the VCB require no maintenance

Alpha VL: Developed to meet a wide variety switching 

applications, this NEMA line has radial feeders bypass, bus tie, bus 

entrance and auxiliary units available to give you system the 

flexibility you need.

Transformers

Transformers has full range of

power transformers designed for

utility and industrial and 

commercial applications such as 

O&G, chemical, cement mining 

manufacturing plants, paper or 

steel mills, schools hospitals and 

Office buildings:

- Liquid-filled - Ventilated dry-type 

- Cast coil -Padmounted

Busway

Serves commercial, industrial and utility segments and complies with UL, NEMA, 

IEC standards  

WPower Series busway is at least 50 percent lighter than

comparable wire and conduit.

WPower , new-generation fire-resistant busway features extensive fire-resistant

performance of up to 950C for 180 minutes and IP68 Suitable for emergency

generator circuit of high-rise commercial building and shipyard.

Low Voltage Equipment
Main Distribution & MCC

                        up to 6,400 A for main distribution and MCC applications:

Fully IEC 61439 compliant

Arc-resistant design and advanced technical design to provide operational safety

Comprehensive intelligent motor control center (IMCC) solutions

Documented licensed panel builder package

LV Distribuon panels 

up to 630 A, for

commercial and industrial

market segments Rigid, quick 

and simple Easy to configure,

assemble, wire and install Ready

to be assembled and wired by

panel builder MCCB & MCB

Distribution boards

Westinghouse is built upon 
a tradition of dependability
 and innovation. 

Today, we strive to make 
everyday life a little better 
by offering a wide range of 
quality products and 
services you can trust. 

Westinghouse remains a trusted name 

globally in consumer and industrial 

products. Built on a heritage of innovation 

and entrepreneurial spirit, Westinghouse 

products were the first to supply the 

United States with AC electric power, 

transmit a commercial radio broadcast 

and capture man's first step on the moon.

Today, Westinghouse continues to grow 

its diverse portfolio with a wide range of 

product categories that include home 

appliances, consumer electronics, lighting 

and power generation. 

Since 1886, Westinghouse has brought the best to life. 

Today, Westinghouse Electric Corporation remains a trusted 

name globally in consumer and industrial products. Built on a 

heritage of innovation and entrepreneurial spirit. Today, 

Westinghouse continues to grow its diverse portfolio, which 

includes a wide range of product categories, including home 

appliances, consumer electronics. lighting and power 

generation.
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